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Entorhinal grid cells have periodic, hexagonally
patterned firing locations that scale up progressively
along the dorsal-ventral axis of medial entorhinal
cortex. This topographic expansion corresponds
with parallel changes in cellular properties depen-
dent on the hyperpolarization-activated cation
current (Ih), which is conducted by hyperpolariza-
tion-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) chan-
nels. To test the hypothesis that grid scale is deter-
mined by Ih, we recorded grid cells in mice with
forebrain-specific knockout of HCN1. We find that,
although the dorsal-ventral gradient of the grid
pattern was preserved in HCN1 knockout mice, the
size and spacing of the grid fields, as well as the
period of the accompanying theta modulation, was
expanded at all dorsal-ventral levels. There was no
change in theta modulation of simultaneously re-
corded entorhinal interneurons. These observations
raise the possibility that, during self-motion-based
navigation, Ih contributes to the gain of the trans-
formation from movement signals to spatial firing
fields.
INTRODUCTION
Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) are place-
modulated neurons with multiple firing fields covering the envi-
ronment in a grid-like hexagonal array (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting
et al., 2005). Several species have been reported to have grid
cells, including mice (Fyhn et al., 2008), rats (Fyhn et al.,
2004), bats (Yartsev et al., 2011), and humans (Doeller et al.,
2010). Despite frequent variation in the animal’s speed and
direction, the firing locations of the grid cells remain rigidly peri-
odic, pointing to the MEC circuit as a possible neural element for
path integration-based spatial navigation (Hafting et al., 2005;
McNaughton et al., 2006). Consistent with this possibility, the
spatial phase offset of neighboring grid cells remains constant
across environments, and grid cells preserve their periodic
structure in complete darkness (Fyhn et al., 2007; HaftingCet al., 2005). In all environments, the spatial scale of the grid
cells is organized topographically along the dorsal-ventral axis
of the MEC (Brun et al., 2008; Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini
et al., 2006). Grid scale is characterized by the size of the indi-
vidual firing fields as well as the distance, or spacing, between
the grid vertices. Both grid field size and grid spacing increase
progressively from dorsal to ventral MEC.
The potential substrate underlying the topographical expan-
sion of grid scale has remained unresolved. Grid patterns are
thought to reflect the integration of position from instantaneous
changes in the animal’s velocity and direction (Burgess et al.,
2007; Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006;
O’Keefe and Burgess, 2005). If this is true, the incoming velocity
signals themselves or the transformation of these inputs to
spatial signals must be anatomically graded. Recent in vitro
whole-cell patch-clamp studies have found several dorsal-
ventral gradients in properties of entorhinal stellate cells that
may be candidates for a differential transformation. Resonant
properties of these cells, such as the membrane-potential
oscillation frequency, change from high frequencies in the dorsal
part of MEC to low frequencies in the ventral part (Giocomo and
Hasselmo, 2008a; Giocomo et al., 2007; Heys et al., 2010). In
addition, multiple temporal-integrative time constants of these
cells increase from dorsal to ventral, such as the time constants
of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) and the spike
after-hyperpolarization (Boehlen et al., 2010; Garden et al.,
2008; Navratilova et al., 2011). These observations point to reso-
nant and temporal-integrative properties of postsynaptic stellate
cells as candidate mechanisms for graded transformation of
velocity signals along the dorsal-ventral axis of MEC.
Resonance and temporal integration in entorhinal stellate
cells share a common feature in their dependence on the
hyperpolarization-activated cation current Ih, a current known
to change topographically from dorsal to ventral MEC (Garden
et al., 2008; Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2008b). Knockout of the
hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated 1 subunit
(HCN1), which conducts Ih (Chen et al., 2001), slows down
resonance and temporal summation in entorhinal layer II cells
(Garden et al., 2008; Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2008b; Giocomo
and Hasselmo, 2009). We used these physiological changes
in HCN1 knockout mice to test the idea that changes in
resonance or temporal summation determine grid scale in
the MEC.ell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1159
RESULTS
Experimental Groups, Tetrode Locations,
and Histological Borders
To examine the contribution of h current-dependent single-cell
properties to grid spacing, we recorded neural activity in the
MEC of forebrain-restricted HCN1 knockout mice (KO) and
matched littermate control mice (Nolan et al., 2004; Nolan et al.,
2003) A total of 18 mice (8 KO and 10 control) were implanted
with tetrodes aimed at MEC. The experimenters remained blind
to the identity of the mouse group (KO versus control) until the
data collection and preliminary analysis were completed.
We obtained data from a total of 965 well-separated cells in
layers II and III of MEC (434 in KO and 531 in control). Cells
from these two layers were distinguished by the denser staining
in layer II compared to layer III. The border between MEC
and other cortical regions was determined from Nissl-stained
sagittal brain sections (Figure S1 available online) and based
onMennoWitter’s atlas for the hippocampal and parahippocam-
pal cortex (Kjonigsen et al., 2011), aswell as the Allen Brain Atlas.
The average distance from the recording location to the dorsal
border of MEC was 609 ± 16 mm in the KO group and 702 ±
10 mm in the control group (means ± SEM, range 1,000 and
1,100 mm, respectively; all data from the 100 cm box).
Behavioral Training
KO and control mice were trained to run randomly in a 100 3
100 cm or 50 3 50 cm open field. Trials lasted 20–40 min in
the 100 cm box and 10–20 min in the 50 cm box, allowing the
mouse enough time to cover the environment sufficiently. The
50 cm box provided sufficient conditions for identifying head
direction and border cells, but the box was too small for visual-
izing the periodicity of grid fields at all dorsal-ventral MEC
levels (Figure S2). Further analysis of grid cells was therefore
carried out in the 100 cm box (333 cells in KO and 319 in control).
On average, for trials with grid cells, HCN1 KO mice ran slightly
faster than control mice (KO = 11.84 ± .21 cm/s, control = 9.57 ±
.28 cm/s), but the speed difference did not affect the group
difference in grid spacing (Figure S3).
HCN1 Knockout Does Not Change the Proportion
of Grid Cells
Targeted mutation of HCN1 subunits did not reduce the number
of grid cells. Grid cells were abundant in superficial layers of
MEC (Figure 1). Spatial autocorrelation analysis confirmed the
regularity and hexagonal pattern of the firing fields in these cells
(Figures 1A and 1B). To estimate the proportion of grid cells, we
performed a shuffling analysis on a cell-by-cell basis (Boccara
et al., 2010; Langston et al., 2010). Grid cells were defined as
cells with a grid score higher than the 99th percentile of shuffled
data for the respective group, layer, and box size (Figures 1C
and 1D). Using this criterion, in layers II and III of MEC we found
48 grid cells in control mice (15% of all cells) and 86 grid cells in
KO mice (26% of all cells). The number of observed grid cells
was significantly larger than expected by random selection
from the shuffled distribution in both KO mice (layer II, Z =
42.88, p < 0.001; layer III, Z = 17.80, p < 0.001; binomial test
with expected p value of 0.01) and control mice (layer II, Z =1160 Cell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.21.95, p < 0.001; layer III, Z = 13.02, p < 0.001) (Figures 1C
and 1D). There were significantly more grid cells in HCN1
KO compared to control (Z = 3.40, p < 0.001; layer II Z = .88,
p = 39; layer III, Z = 2.53, p < 0.05; binomial test), but this
was most likely due to uneven sampling within MEC across
animals (Figure S4). There was no significant difference in the
average firing rate of the grid cells in KO and control animals
(2.09 ± .16 Hz and 2.16 ± .26 Hz, respectively; t(132) = .34,
p = 0.73) or in the magnitude of their periodicity (grid scores
of .66 ± .03 and .71 ± .03, respectively; t(132) = 1.04, p = 0.30).
Increased Grid Scale in HCN1 KO Mice
Entorhinal cells in HCN1 KO mice had increased grid field size
and grid spacing at all dorsal-ventral locations examined
(Figures 2, 3, and 4). To estimate the impact of the loss of
HCN1 subunits, we fit a linear regression line to scatterplots
showing either grid spacing (Figure 2B) or grid field size (Fig-
ure 2C) as a function of dorsal-ventral position in MEC. Both
regression lines had a significantly higher Y intercept in HCN1
KO mice than in control mice, as determined by an analysis of
covariance (grid spacing: F(1,124) = 83.71, h2 = .40, p < 0.001;
grid field size: F(1,130) = 68.97, h2 = .35, p < 0.001), suggesting
that grid scale is increased after loss of HCN1. To compare the
steepness of the dorsal-ventral gradient in grid scale, we next
determined the slope of the regression lines for the two groups.
In the HCN1 KO mice, the correlation with grid spacing was
r (77) = .47 (p < 0.001; Figure 2B) and the correlation with field
size was r (84) = .44 (p < 0.001; Figure 2C). In the control mice,
the respective correlations were r (46) = .45 (p = 0.001; Figure 2B)
and r (46) = .44 (p < 0.01; Figure 2C). The slope of the gradient in
grid spacing was not significantly different between the two
groups (grid spacing: F(1,123) = 1.56, h2 = .01, p = 0.21; grid field
size: F(1,129) = 3.57, h2 = .03, p = 0.06). The ratio between
grid spacing and grid field size (spacing/field size) did not
differ significantly between control and KO mice (3.26 ± .07
and 3.32 ± .06, respectively, t(124) = .68, p = 0.50), indicating
that spacing and size scaled up proportionately with loss of
HCN1. Separate analysis of layer II cells gave an identical result
(Y intercept for grid spacing: F(1,91) = 81.68, h2 = .47, p < 0.001
and for grid field size: F(1,95) = 69.01, h2 = .42, p < 0.001; slope
for grid spacing: F(1,90) = .07,h2 = .001, p = 0.79 and for grid field
size: F(1,94) = .87,h2 = .01, p = 0.35). The number of cells and the
spatial range of dorsal-ventral locations were too small to
conduct a similar analysis on grid cells in layer III. The significant
increase in the Y intercept and the lack of change in the slope
indicate that HCN1 plays a specific role in determining the range
of the gradient in grid scale.
Interspike Interval and Theta Frequency
The increase in grid scale in HCN1 KOmice raises the possibility
of an accompanying increase in the interspike interval. Because
spike timing during theta oscillations may depend on intrinsic
currents such as Ih (Hu et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2002; Navratilova
et al., 2011), we analyzed the interspike interval for theta-modu-
lated grid cells in HCN1 KO mice. Theta modulation of individual
neurons was determined from the fast Fourier transform-based
power spectrum of the spike train autocorrelation functions
of the cells. A cell was defined as being theta modulated if the
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Figure 1. Examples of Grid Cells in Control Mice and HCN1 Knockout Mice
(A and B) Examples of grid cells in control mice (A) and HCN1 knockout mice (B). Three examples of grid cells from each group are shown. The mice walked in
a 100 cm wide box. Rate maps (left column) and autocorrelation maps (right column) are color coded (dark blue, minimum rate; dark red, maximum rate). The
scale of the autocorrelation diagrams is twice the scale of the rate maps. Maximum firing rate (fr) and grid score (g) are provided at the top of the plots. Distance
from the dorsal entorhinal border (in mm) is marked on the right of each autocorrelation plot.
(C and D) Distribution of grid scores for cells in layer II (left) and layer III (right) in control (C) and knockout mice (D). Top rows show the distribution for values
observed. Bottom rows show the distribution for randomly shuffled data, including all cells from the respective layer. For each trial of the shuffling procedure, the
entire sequence of spikes fired by the cell was time-shifted along the rat’s path by a semirandom interval, a rate map was generated, and a grid score was
calculated. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each cell, yielding a total of 53,100 permutations for the 531 control neurons and 43,400 permutations for
the 434 KO neurons. Red lines indicate the 99th percentile significance level for each shuffled distribution.
See Figure S7 for examples of acceptable clusters for shuffling analysis.mean power within 1 Hz of each side of the peak in the 4–5 to 10–
11 Hz frequency range was at least 3-fold greater than the mean
spectral power between 0 Hz and 125 Hz. We observed theta
modulation in 43.0% of grid cells in KO mice and 38.3% of gridCcells in control mice. In grid cells, the interspike interval in the
theta frequency range was significantly higher in KO mice than
in control mice (control: 108.1 ± 2.4 ms, KO: 114.4 ± 1.6 ms;
t(53) = 2.28, p < 0.05; Figure 5), indicating that larger grid spacingell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1161
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Figure 2. Increased Grid Scale in HCN1 Knockout Mice
(A) Seven grid cells recorded from control and knockout mice at increasing distance from the dorsal border of MEC. Left pair of columns shows rate maps; right
pair shows autocorrelation maps for the same cells. Color coding as in Figures 1A and 1B. Maximum firing rate (fr) and grid score (g) are provided for each cell at
the top of the plot. Distance from the dorsal entorhinal border (in mm) ismarked to the side of each plot. Note that grid cell spacing is larger in HCN1 knockout mice
than in control mice at all dorsal-ventral positions.
(B and C) Grid spacing (B) and grid field size (C) are significantly larger in HCN1 knockout mice than in controls. An increase in spacing and field size along
the dorsal-ventral axis is observed in both groups. The analysis method for grid size sets a lower limit of 10 cm in field size, resulting in a slightly flatter slope
in control mice compared to HCN1 knockout mice. The dorsal-ventral extent covered was not significantly different between HCN1 KO and control mice
(751 ± 21 mm, 711 ± 26, respectively; t(132) = 1.17, p = 0.24).
See Figure S3 for more details.occurred in conjunction with a lower ‘‘intrinsic firing’’ frequency.
This difference was most pronounced at higher speeds (20–
30 cm/s; control: 101.4 ± 2.4 ms, KO: 112.4 ± 2.0 ms, t(53) =
2.53, p < 0.05; Figure 5B). The group difference in interspike
intervals was observed only in principal cells; interspike intervals
for theta-modulated entorhinal interneurons (71% of control and
79% of KO interneurons) were not different (control: 106.2 ±
2.3 ms, KO: 108.8 ± 3.3 ms; t(36) = .59, p = 0.56; 20–30 cm/s:
control: 99.5 ± 3.12 ms, KO: 102.9 ± 3.5 ms, t(36) = .69, p =
0.50). The difference between principal cells and interneurons1162 Cell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.was not caused by differences in the size of the cell samples
(55 versus 38 cells, respectively). The effect of sample size was
addressed by repeated subsampling from the principal cell
population, such that the number of cells (n = 38) was identical
in the populations that were compared. Subsampling from the
principal cell population yielded a larger effect size than in the
interneuron population in 999 out of 1,000 permutations.
As expected, theta rhythmicity was observed in the local field
potential in both control and KO mice. The power percentage of
theta was numerically higher in KOs compared to control mice,
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Figure 3. Examples of Grid Field Size and Grid Spacing from Individual Control and HCN1 Knockout Mice
(A and B) Four different grid cells recorded from two control (A) and two HCN1 knockout (B) mice. Symbols as in Figure 2. Firing rate plots (left columns) and
autocorrelations (right columns) are shown for each animal. Histology showing the location of each example cell (red arrow) is shown on the right in each panel.
Note that, at similar dorsal-ventral positions, grid cell spacing is larger in HCN1 knockout mice compared to control mice.
Histology for all mice is shown in Figure S1.consistent with previous analysis of hippocampal theta in
HCN1 KO mice (Nolan et al., 2004). The difference did not reach
significance in the present study (466.7 ± 57.5 versus 319.2 ±
36.6, respectively; t(132) = 1.79, p = 0.08); however, the mean
frequency of theta in the entorhinal EEG signal was higher in
the control mice (8.63 ± .08 Hz and 8.25 ± .06 Hz, respectively;
t(81) = 3.85, p < 0.001). The effect on theta frequency wasmodu-
lated by running speed, but the modulation was stronger in
control than in KO mice (slope of speed versus theta frequency
relationship: t(81) = 5.88, p < 0.001; Figures 5C and S6). The
reduced speed modulation, which coincides with the increase
in grid spacing after loss of HCN1, is consistent with experi-
mental work indicating a relationship between grid spacing
and the degree of modulation by speed (Jeewajee et al., 2008).
The reduction in the rate of increase in theta frequency with
running speed additionally supports the idea that HCN1Cchannels contribute to setting the gain of velocity signals to the
grid cells. Finally, the theta frequency in the local field potential
was lower than the theta frequency of the discharge pattern in
individual cells in both groups (differences of .60 ± .20 Hz
and .46 ± .121 Hz, respectively; n = 53), indicating that phase
precession mechanisms may be preserved in the HCN1 KO
mice (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993).
Border Cells and Head Direction Cells
The proportion of entorhinal border cells and head direction cells
(Sargolini et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2008), as well as the prop-
erties of each cell type, should indicate whether knockout of
HCN1 exclusively impacts the grid cell network or affects the
spatial representation system more globally. Border cells fire at
the highest rate when an animal is physically near one or multiple
boundaries in the environment (e.g., the box walls), whereasell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1163
AB
Figure 4. The Gradient in Grid Spacing along the Dorsal-Ventral Axis
of a Single HCN1 Knockout Animal
(A) Examples of rate maps (left) and autocorrelation maps (right) for grid cells
at increasing distance from the dorsal border of MEC. Symbols as in Fig-
1164 Cell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.head direction cells fire strongest when the animal’s head is
pointed in a particular direction. A cell was classified as a border
cell or head direction cell if the border score for proximity to the
walls or the length of the mean vector for directional tuning,
respectively, was larger than the 99th percentile of the appro-
priate distribution of shuffled data generated from the entire
set of cells recorded in the relevant brain region (Boccara
et al., 2010). In control mice, we observed 24 border cells
(7.5% of all cells) and 33 head direction cells (11.5% of all cells)
in the 100 cm box. In HCN1 KO mice, we observed 38 border
cells (11.4% of cells of all cells) and 92 head direction cells
(29.4% of all cells). These numbers are significantly higher than
expected by random selection from the shuffled distributions
for border cells and for head direction cells (Figures 6 and 7).
There was no significant difference in the number of border cells
in HCN1 KOcompared to control mice (Z =1.69, p = 0.09; bino-
mial test); however, there were significantly more head direction
cells in HCN1 KO compared to control, probably due to uneven
sampling within MEC in the two groups of animals (Z = 5.39, p <
0.001; binomial test; Figure S4).
Several properties of the border cells and head direction
cells were similar between control and HCN1 KO mice. Average
firing rate and directional modulation of border cells were
not significantly different (firing rate = 2.11 ± .29 Hz and
2.81 ± .96 Hz, respectively; t(60) = .84, p = 0.41; mean vector
length = .15 ± .02 and .14 ± .04, respectively; t(53) = .41, p =
0.68). Similarly, the sensitivity of head direction cells to direction,
as determined by the length of the directional firing rate vector,
was not significantly different between KOs and control mice
(.27 ± .01 and .30 ± .01, respectively; t(193) = 1.21, p = 0.23).
Spatial Stability
Though the proportion of cell types remained unaltered in HCN1
KO mice, the spatial stability of grid and border cells was signif-
icantly elevated. Spatial stability was determined from correla-
tions between rate maps for the first and second halves of the
trial. Because stability can depend on the field size of grid cells,
with larger grids prone to showing more stability than smaller
grids, we fit a regression line for each group to scatterplots
showing grid stability as a function of grid spacing. The regres-
sion line had a significantly higher Y intercept in HCN1 KO
mice than in control mice [F(1,122) = 43.22, h2 = .26, p <
0.001], indicating a general increase in grid cell stability in
HCN1 KO mice. The spatial stability of border cells was also
significantly higher in KO mice compared to controls (.40 ± .03
versus .27 ± .03, respectively; t(87) = 2.72, p < 0.05). Angular
stability of head direction cells was not statistically different
between HCN1 KO and control mice (67 ± .02 versus .61 ± .03;
t(193) = 1.70, p = 0.09).
Previous reports indicate that HCN1 KO mice have enhanced
spatial memory (Nolan et al., 2004), a puzzling result given theure 2. Note increasing grid spacing and field size along the dorsal-ventral
axis.
(B) Scatterplot for grid spacing for all grid cells recorded in the same HCN1
knockout mouse.
See Figure S5 for possible cellular mechanisms contributing to the preserved
gradient in grid spacing in HCN1 knockout mice.
AB C
Figure 5. Increased Interspike Interval during Theta Activity in HCN1
Knockout Mice Compared to Control
(A) Examples of grid cells recorded in control mice andHCN1 knockoutmice at
similar distances from the dorsal border of MEC. One cell from each group is
shown for each distance (top, control; bottom, knockout). (Left to right) Spike
time autocorrelation diagrams, with a red line indicating the first peak in the
control mouse diagram, rate map, and autocorrelation for the same cell.
Symbols as in Figure 2.
Cpotentially detrimental increase in grid scale in the same mouse
strain. It is possible that HCN1 knockout aids learning by
increasing the spatial stability of grid cells and border cells,
leading to a more stable representation of the environment.
This increase in spatial stability could result from the well-
documented enhancement of long-term potentiation observed
with HCN1 knockout (Nolan et al., 2004; Tsay et al., 2007).
DISCUSSION
The topographical organization of the grid cell network can be
characterized by the slope of the dorsal-ventral gradient in grid
spacing (slope), as well as the Y intercept of that gradient (DY).
With loss of HCN1, we found a significant increase in the Y
intercept, indicating that the electrophysiological properties of
single neurons can strongly influence the scale of spatial repre-
sentation. The increase in grid scale was accompanied by an
increase in the interspike interval of theta modulated grid cells,
suggesting that grid scale and theta frequency are mechanisti-
cally related. In contrast to the global shift in grid scale (DY),
the steepness of the gradient (slope) remained unaffected. There
was also no change in the theta period of entorhinal interneurons
or in the proportion or properties of head direction cells and
border cells.
The selective change in the Y intercept (DY) constrains the
number of potential cellular mechanisms that could contribute
to grid scale. Reducing Ih by knockout of HCN1 or pharma-
cological manipulation has differential effects on resonant and
temporal-integrative gradients of entorhinal cells recorded
in vitro (Figure S5). Knockout of HCN1 results in profound flat-
tening of the dorsal-ventral gradient in resonance (Giocomo
and Hasselmo, 2009), suggesting that the slope of that gradient
depends almost exclusively on a gradient in the h current. The
lack of a corresponding change in the slope of the gradient in
grid scale indicates that the topographical expansion is not
determined by HCN1-dependent resonance (Dodson et al.,
2011). This has potential implications for a class of computa-
tional models termed ‘‘oscillatory interference models’’ (Blair
et al., 2008; Burgess et al., 2007; Giocomo et al., 2007; O’Keefe
and Burgess, 2005) in which the change in grid scale is gener-
ated by variations in the resonant frequency along the dorsal-
ventral axis (Burgess, 2008; Giocomo et al., 2007; N. Burgess
et al., 2005, Computational Cognitive Neuroscience, confer-
ence). The reduction in modulation of theta frequency by running
speed seen with the loss of HCN1 is consistent with predictions
made by some of these models (Burgess, 2008; Burgess et al.,
2007). However, the pronouncedly slower oscillation observed(B) The interval between theta peaks was significantly larger in HCN1 knockout
mice than in control mice (data are shown as mean ± SEM). Control mice
showed a nonsignificant trend toward decreased values of the interspike
interval with increasing speed, as determined by an analysis of covariance on
speed and the interaction of speed by group (speed: F(1,161) = 3.58, h2 = .02,
p = 0.06; group 3 speed: F(1,161) = 3.31, h2 = .02, p = 0.07).
(C) The theta frequency was significantly more modulated by running speed in
control mice compared to KO mice. The mean slope (± SEM) of speed versus
theta frequency relationship is shown for control and KO mice.
See Figure S6 for implications of theta oscillations on grid spacing.
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Figure 6. Border Cells Recorded from Control Mice and HCN1 Knockout Mice in the 100 cm Box
(A and C) Rate maps (left) and autocorrelation maps (right) for three representative border cells from each group. Symbols as in Figure 2. Border score (b) is
provided at the top of the plots.
(B and D) Distribution of border scores for layer II (left) and layer III (right) cells in each group. Top rows show the distribution for values observed. Bottom rows
show the distribution for randomly shuffled rate maps for all cells from the respective layer. Red lines indicate the 99th percentile significance level for each
shuffled distribution. Border cell numbers were significantly higher than expected by random selection from the shuffled distribution for border cells (CON layer II,
Z = 9.99, p < 0.001; CON layer III, Z = 6.33, p < 0.001; KO layer II, Z = 15.71, p < 0.001; KO layer III, Z = 10.86, p < 0.001).
Data for the 50 cm box are shown in Figure S2.in vitro with loss of HCN1 predicts an increase in grid cell spacing
that is far larger thanwhat we observed in vivo in the present data
(see Figure S6 for further discussion). Additional experiments are
needed to determine: (1) whether grid spacing might be corre-
lated with resonant currents, such as the M current (Heys
et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2002; Kispersky et al.,
2010), that might be activated at more depolarized membrane
potentials than those investigated in the HCN1 knockout mice,
or (2) whether the grid spacing is maintained by residual Ih,1166 Cell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.conducted by HCN2 subunits (Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2009;
Heys et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2002, 2009; Kispersky et al., 2010;
Nolan et al., 2007).
Whereas the dorsal-ventral gradient in resonant properties
depends quite exclusively on HCN1, the gradient in temporal-
integrative properties depends on a gradient in both the h
current and the leak K+ current (Garden et al., 2008). A reduction
of Ih increases the time constant of temporal summation
across the entire dorsal-ventral axis (Garden et al., 2008;
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Figure 7. Head Direction Cells Recorded from Control Mice and HCN1 Knockout Mice in the 100 cm Box
(A and C) Three examples of head direction cells from each group are shown (left, rate map; middle, autocorrelation map, right direction map). Symbols as in
Figure 2. The directional plots show firing rate as a function of head direction.
(B and D) Distribution of mean vector length for layer II (left) and layer III (right) cells in knockout mice in the 100 cm box. Top rows show the distribution for
values observed. Bottom rows show the distribution for randomly shuffled rate maps for all cells from the respective layer. Red lines indicate the 99th
percentile significance level for each shuffled distribution. Head direction cell numbers were significantly higher than expected by random selection from the
shuffled distribution for head direction cells (CON layer II,Z = 10.6, p < 0.001; CON layer III,Z = 15.0, p < 0.001; KO layer II,Z = 40.6, p < 0.001; KO layer III, Z = 30.3,
p < 0.001).
Proportions for all cells are shown in Figure S4.Giocomo & Hasselmo, 2009). This change in Y intercept, but not
slope, generates the prediction that, if temporal summation is
critical for grid scale, we should observe a shift in the Y intercept
but no change in the slope of the dorsal-ventral gradient for grid
scale in HCN1 KO mice. This is exactly what we observed. The
findings thus point to slower temporal-integrative properties as
a possible cause of the global shift in grid scale (Dodson et al.,
2011).
The entorhinal cortex is an important element of a path inte-
gration network in which position is computed from changes in
the animal’s angular and linear velocity (McNaughton et al.,
2006). The topographical expansion of the grid representation
raises the possibility that either the velocity signal or the trans-Cformation of such a signal is graded along the dorsal-ventral
axis of MEC (Maurer et al., 2005; McNaughton et al., 2006;
O’Keefe and Burgess, 2005). This hypothesis receives support
from the observation that, in the entorhinal cortex, increases in
grid spacing are accompanied by a decrease in the amount
that speed affects theta frequency (Jeewajee et al., 2008).
The present study, together with previous intracellular record-
ings in vitro, identifies variations in temporal integration proper-
ties as a candidate for differential translation of velocity signals.
Such a role could be performed in several ways. First, the
time constant of synaptic potentials, or the total conductance
value of the neuron, could be used to determine the spatial
tuning of phase to rate code transformations (Burgess, 2008;ell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1167
Dodson et al., 2011; Zilli and Hasselmo, 2010). Loss of Ih by
knockout of HCN1 causes an increase in the time constants
of synaptic integration due to a decrease in Ih conductance
(Garden et al., 2008; Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2009), both of
which could increase the grid field size or spacing.
Alternatively, a gradient in the time constant of the action
potential after hyperpolarization (AHP) could structure a topo-
graphical attenuation of velocity-dependent signals by gradu-
ally increasing, along the dorsal-ventral axis, the time window
for reinitiation of network activity at the start of each theta cycle
(Navratilova et al., 2011). The consequence would be an
increase in the scale of the grid. Consistent with this possibility,
loss of HCN1 increases the time constant of the AHP (Nolan
et al., 2007).
Our findings identify HCN1-expressing channels as strong
determinants of spatial scale in the MEC. The increase occurs
complementary to an increase in the size of place fields in the
hippocampus (Hussaini et al., 2011), indicating that common
mechanisms might be involved in setting the scales of grid cells
and place cells. Whether these effects are induced locally
remains to be determined. In principle, the scale change
could result from the loss of HCN1 in regions upstream of the
entorhinal and hippocampal regions. One possible site of
action is the medial septum, which provides theta-patterned
input to both the MEC and the hippocampus. The subtle drop
in the frequency of field theta oscillations (.38 Hz) in the KO
mice is consistent with some contribution of the medial septum;
however, the fact that the subunit with the highest expression
in medial septum is HCN2 (Santoro et al., 2000), which was
preserved in our KO animals, speaks against a major influence.
Our comparison of entorhinal principal cells and interneurons
may be informative about the specific site of action. Interneurons
lack well-defined firing fields, but their theta-modulated firing
patterns make it possible to estimate the effect of HCN1 on
temporal periodicity, which, in the principal cells, scaled up in
parallel with spatial periodicity. With an external site of action,
such as the hippocampus, we would expect the temporal-
spatial scale change to be expressed throughout the entorhinal
network and in all cells influenced by the external signal,
irrespective of whether they express HCN1 channels or not.
Our observations showed a selective change in the principal
cell population, consistent with the observation that Ih is not
expressed in major interneuron subtypes of the MEC (B. Tahvil-
dari et al., 2009, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) and consistent with
a direct action of HCN1 in the stellate cells of the MEC.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects
Neural activity was recorded in MEC in 18 freely moving male mice. Ten of
these mice were littermate wild-type control mice, and eight were forebrain-
restricted KO mice (Nolan et al., 2003). Forebrain-restricted mice were bred
at Columbia University as described previously (Nolan et al., 2003, 2004).
Mice were generated from a hybrid 50:50% C57BL/6J:129SVEV background.
Surgery
The mice were implanted in one hemisphere with an eight-channel microdrive
connected to two tetrodes cut flat at the same level. The tetrodes were made
of 17 mm polyimide-coated platinum-iriduim (90%–10%) wire. The electrode1168 Cell 147, 1159–1170, November 23, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.tips had been platinum plated to reduce electrode impedances to 200 kU
at 1 kHz. The tetrode bundle was implanted at AP .3–.5 mm in front of the
transverse sinus, 3.1–3.25 mm from the midline, and .8–1.0 mm below
the dura. The implants were angled 5–8 degrees in the posterior direction
in the sagittal plane.
Data Collection
From 3 days after implantation, the mice were exposed to two black square
enclosures (50 3 50 3 50 cm or 100 3 100 3 50 cm). Recorded signals
were amplified 8,000 to 25,000 times and band pass filtered between 0.8
and 6.7 kHz. Triggered spikes were stored to a disk at 48 kHz (50 samples
per waveform, 8 bits/sample) with a 32 bit time stamp (clock rate at 96 kHz).
EEG was recorded single ended from one of the electrodes. The EEG was
amplified 3,000–10,000 times, lowpass filtered at 500 Hz, sampled at
4,800 Hz, and stored with the unit data. The recording system tracked the
position of two light-emitting diodes (LEDs), one large and one small, on the
head stage (sampling rate 50 Hz) by means of an overhead video camera.
Spike Sorting and Cell Classification
Spike sorting was performed offline using graphical cluster-cutting software.
Clustering was performed manually in two-dimensional projections of the
multidimensional parameter space (consisting of waveform amplitudes), using
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions as additional separation
tools (Figure S7). Putative excitatory cells were distinguished from putative
interneurons (Figure S7). Cluster separation was estimated by calculating
distances, in Maholonobis space, between clustered spikes from different
cells on the same tetrode (isolation distances) (Schmitzer-Torbert et al.,
2005) (Figure S7).
Position Estimate
Position estimates were based on tracking of the LEDs on the head stage
connected to the microdrive. To characterize firing fields, we sorted the posi-
tion data into 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm bins and smoothed the path with a 21 sample
boxcar window filter (400 ms, ten samples on each side). Maps for number of
spikes and time were smoothed individually using a quasi-Gaussian kernel
over the surrounding 53 5 bins (Langston et al., 2010). Firing rates were deter-
mined by dividing spike number and time for each bin of the two smoothed
maps. The peak rate was defined as the rate in the bin with the highest rate
in the firing rate map.
Analysis of Grid Cells
The structure of the rate maps was evaluated for all cells with more than 100
spikes by calculating the spatial autocorrelation for each smoothed rate
map. The degree of spatial periodicity (gridness or grid scores) was deter-
mined for each recorded cell by taking a circular sample of the autocorrelo-
gram, centered on the central peak but with the central peak excluded, and
comparing rotated versions of this sample (Langston et al., 2010; Sargolini
et al., 2006). Grid cells were defined as cells in which rotational symmetry-
based grid scores exceeded the 99th percentile of a distribution of grid scores
for shuffled recordings from the entire population of cells in the same age
group and the same brain region. Shuffling was performed in the same way
as by Langston et al. (2010) and is described in the Extended Experimental
Procedures. Grid spacing was defined as the median distance between the
center and the nearest six peaks in the autocorrelogram. Because of the sensi-
tivity of the analysis to noise in the grid autocorrelations, grid spacing was
analyzed only for cells in which the median distance to the six nearest peaks
matched the radius of the circle that gave the highest grid score (the ‘‘outer
radius’’ [OR]). When the ratio between these two measures was beyond
2 SD of the mean (mean ratio 1.26, SD 0.32), the cell was excluded (7 out of
134 cells, all of which had noisy grids). Grid field size was defined as the radius
of the circle around the center field of the autocorrelation map, referred to as
the ‘‘inner radius’’ (IR).
Analysis of Border Cells
Border cells were identified by computing, for each cell, the difference
between the maximal length of a wall touching on any single firing field of
the cell and the average distance of the field from the nearest wall, divided
by the sum of those values (Solstad et al., 2008). Firing fields were defined as
collections of neighboring pixels with firing rates 0.3-fold higher than the cell’s
peak firing rate that cover a total area of at least 200 cm2. Border cells were
defined as cells with border scores significantly exceeding the degree of
wall-related firing that would be expected by chance. The significance level
was determined for each group, cell layer, and box size by a shuffling proce-
dure performed for experiments in the square boxes in the same way as for
grid cells. Cells were defined as being border cells if the border score from
the recorded data was higher than the 99th percentile for border scores
in the distribution generated from the shuffled data. If a cell was recorded
in the 50 cm box and 100 cm box, the session in the 100 cm box was used
for analysis of spatial stability.
Analysis of Head Direction Cells
Directional analyses were only performed for experiments with two LEDs. The
mouse’s head direction was calculated for each tracker sample from the
projection of the relative position of the two LEDs onto the horizontal plane.
Some early sessions were recorded using only one diode, so the entire set
of cells analyzed for head direction (463 control cells and 368 KO cells) was
slightly smaller than the set analyzed for grid cells and border cells. The direc-
tional tuning function for each cell was obtained by plotting the firing rate as
a function of the mouse’s directional heading, divided into bins of 3 degrees
and smoothed with a 14.5 degree mean window filter (14 bins on each side).
The strength of directional tuning was estimated by computing the length of
the mean vector for the circular distribution of firing rate. Head direction-
modulated cells were defined as cells with mean vector lengths significantly
exceeding the degree of directional tuning that would be expected by chance.
The significance level was determined by each group, cell layer, and box
size by a shuffling procedure performed for experiments in the square boxes
in the sameway as for grid cells. Cells were defined as directionally modulated
if the mean vector from the recorded data was longer than the 99th percentile
of mean vector lengths in the distribution generated from the shuffled data.
If a cell was recorded in the 50 cm box and 100 cm box, the session in the
100 cm box was used for analysis of spatial stability.
Theta Rhythm and Theta Modulation
To estimate variations in neural activity across the theta cycle, we filtered local
EEG offline, as described previously (Langston et al., 2010). For the filtering,
4 and 5 Hz were chosen as stopband and passband frequencies, respectively,
at the low-end cut-off; 10 and 11 Hz were chosen as passband and stopband
high cut-off frequencies. Theta modulation of individual neurons was deter-
mined from the fast Fourier transform-based power spectrum of the spike
train autocorrelation functions of the cells. A cell was defined as being theta
modulated if the mean power within 1 Hz of each side of the peak in the 4–5
to 10–11 Hz frequency rangewas at least 3-fold greater than themean spectral
power between 0 Hz and 125 Hz.
Spatial Stability
Spatial stability was determined from the spatial correlation estimated for each
cell by correlating the rates of firing in corresponding bins of the pair of
smoothed rate maps. Within trial stability was estimated by computing spatial
correlations between rate maps for the first and second halves of the trial.
Histology and Reconstruction of Recording Positions
Electrodes were not moved after the final recording session. The mice were
killed with an overdose of Equithesin and were transcardially perfused with
0.9%saline (wt/vol) followed by 4% formaldehyde (wt/vol). The brainswere ex-
tracted and stored in 4% formaldehyde. At least 24 hr later, the brains were
quickly frozen, cut in sagittal sections (30 mm) using a cryostat, mounted, and
stained with cresyl violet. The positions of the tips of the recording electrodes
were determined fromdigital pictures of the brain sections. Themeasurements
were made using AxioVision (LE Rel. 4.3). The laminar location of the recording
electrodes in MEC was determined on the basis of cytoarchitectonic criteria.
Statistical Analysis
To compare the slope and Y intercept of gradients in spatial properties of grid
and border cells, we ran a univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) inCSPSS. First, we tested the data for an interaction between the main factors
to determine whether the regression lines for control and knockout mice
showed significantly different slopes. Next, to test for a significant difference
in the Y intercept, we used the presence or absence of a significant slope
difference to set up the ANCOVA model. If no significant difference in slope
was detected, the ANCOVA was run without an interaction term, thus making
the assumption of equal slope values for the two groups. If a significant differ-
ence in slopewas detected, the analysis was runwith the interaction term, thus
making the assumption of unequal slope values for the two groups. p values
below 0.05 were considered significant. Effect size is reported as s2.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures and
seven figures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cell.
2011.08.051.
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